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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) belong to emerging technologies where network devices can interact with the surrounding environment by sensing physical parameters. Recently, with the dissemination of mobile devices to Internet connectivity, users can interact with sensor networks and collect environmental data, anytime, anywhere using user-friendly mobile applications. Following the Internet of Things vision, the integration of all sorts of Internet-based devices is considered a big challenge. New infrastructures are required in order to interconnect these devices independently of the used technologies. This paper proposes a model for WSNs monitoring based on a REST Web service and XML messages to provide a mobile ubiquitous approach for WSN monitoring. Data collected from a WSN is stored in a database. Then, mobile clients send XML based messages to a HTTP server through a well-defined REST interface, requesting WSN collected data. A WSN laboratory testbed was used to perform the evaluation, demonstration, and validation of the proposed model. Results show that proposed solution is able to collect and present data in a mobile environment, and it is ready for use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensors are small and autonomous devices capable of measuring all sorts of environmental and physical conditions. Based on this kind of sensors, a recent network approach, known as wireless sensor networks (WSNs), has become an important field of research. It is now widely used in several areas since it provides a wide range of environment monitoring and military surveillance applications among others [1, 2]. Wireless sensor networks infrastructures are based on several spatially distributed sensor nodes, with the ability to communicate wirelessly. They allow remote monitoring of physical phenomena, such as temperature, humidity, pollution, or natural disasters [3, 4]. One of the main challenges in this field is the connection between these sensor nodes and the Internet. Usually, sensors connect to each other on top of proprietary protocols, because the Internet protocol (IP) protocol is heavy for these tiny devices. The communications between WSNs and the Internet became possible due to the standardization of IPv6 over Low-power Personal Area Networks (6LoWPANs). This technology adds an adaptation layer below IP and enables the transmission of IPv6 datagrams over IEEE 802.15.4 wireless links [5].

The use of WSNs in the context of ubiquitous computing has emerged in recent years. With an enormous growth of mobile devices and operating systems, these mobile devices, specifically smart phones, were placed as key elements in future ubiquitous wireless networks.

An important new trend in Internet development is heterogeneity. Sensors, smart phones, and tablets are based on different software and hardware platforms and technologies, composing heterogeneous network scenarios. Recently, a new paradigm has emerged where all sorts of devices are connected to the Internet. It is the so-called Internet of Things vision [6] where all the IP-enabled devices connect the Internet independently of the used protocols and communication layers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop models that enable these devices to exchange information independent of their implementation.

This paper proposes a ubiquitous model for wireless sensor networks monitoring through a REST Web service based on open standards such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Extensible Markup Language (XML). A database stores wireless sensor networks, which is delivered to mobile clients in XML messages by a HTTP server. The REST Web service is based on a modular architecture and can be upgraded to support more functionalities and resources, which makes the system scalable. The objective is to enable mobile clients and the server to exchange information in a platform independent way.

To evaluate and demonstrate the proposed WSN ubiquitous monitoring model, a laboratory testbed was deployed. This network collects data about air temperature, humidity, and luminosity. It was shown that proposed model is able to efficiently monitor environmental conditions through mobile devices. With this proposal, mobile devices are capable of obtaining sensing information from the server database in real time and also access historical data.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses some related work about the topic, while Section III presents the proposal of the overall model architecture. Section IV addresses the construction of the proposed model and the mobile application for Android operating system. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and points further research directions.
II. RELATED WORK

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and environmental monitoring require solutions that present sensor data to the user with efficiency and simplicity. With the dissemination of mobile devices, it is now possible to use a mobile device as the center of a WSN platform and provide the user with a clean UI in order to see all the information available in the sensor network. This section presents some available projects regarding ubiquitous solutions for monitoring wireless sensor networks.

Li et al. [7] proposed an approach for mobile users to collect network-wide data using mobile handheld devices. These devices communicate directly with nearby sensor nodes in the network through IEEE 802.15.4. Unlike static approaches where sensors send data to the sink node, in the presence of user mobility the data collection tree needs to be updated due to the mobility of the user. This functionality reduces the communications delay and provides real-time data collection.

WSN Monitor is a modular solution, presented by Vajsar and Rucka [8], which is able to monitor and manage wireless sensor networks. WSN Monitor is based on database storage, a server software and client applications. The solution is scalable due to its modular architecture build up from modules such as, graphic and sensor modules. The server application accesses data in the database and processes requests from the client. The client application is based on Adobe Air technology, which is supported in some mobile devices but with limitations when compared with a native mobile application. The responsiveness and performance is consistently better in native applications and the user interface has the same look and feel across the system.

A software solution called Sensor Explorer is proposed by [9]. This software is based in a modular design and allows the administration and monitoring of wireless sensor networks. It is capable of presenting a 3D view of the WSN topology. Client applications can run on a large range of platforms including desktops and mobile devices. The data packets collected by sensor nodes are transmitted to the server which provides database storage as well as interfacing to external clients for visualization of collected data and WSN topology.

Parbat et al. [10] presented a survey on data visualization tools used in WSN monitoring. In this study, nineteen data visualization tools are presented and analyzed in terms of their user interface, portability and simplicity. Some of the presented tools are reviewed with detail focusing the system architecture, the communication protocols and the monitoring application itself while the most part are presented in a summarized way. Most of these tools are proprietary software and only offer support for specific hardware manufacturers and none of them was built specifically for a mobile environment.

Kim et al. [11] proposed an architecture model for WSN’s real-time monitoring. The proposed architecture collects data from a TinyOS based WSN and then store the data on a MySQL database that is accessed by the monitoring application. The model uses artificial intelligence algorithms to filter all the collected data before presenting it to the user. A Windows application that communicates with the server over IPv4 was used to visualize the sensed data.

There are several approaches and implementations with the same purpose to control and to monitor a wireless sensor network. This paper proposes a robust and reliable model to provide the user with a mobile platform capable of presenting data in a mobility environment. Besides that, the proposal is designed to be independent of client and server implementations since the core of the model is based on platform independent XML messages and REST interfaces.

III. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

The proposed three-tier architecture is based on the following main components: a relational database, a Web service, and a mobile client application. The entire system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. The database was designed to store all the information about a WSN and also user credentials such as username and password. The portability and scalability of the database were key requirements in order to allow its implementation across multiple platforms and database architectures. The structure of the database is a result of several iterations, from the analysis of different WSNs to the study of existing solutions. Based on this analysis, the database stores all the relevant data needed to remotely access and monitor a WSN, such as:

- Information of each node in the network, MAC address, IP address, GPS coordinates, etc;
- Name, value, unit, and timestamp for each mote parameter;
- Mote manufacturer and country of origin;
- Information about the localization and the environment of the WSN deployment;
- Information about user access, username, password, and email.

The communication between the database and the mobile client application is assured through a Web service. As the current mobile devices do not support IPv6 yet, the mobile application and the Web service communicate over IPv4. An Internet connection on the mobile device is required in order to communicate with the server. This interconnection between Internet-based devices is one of the biggest challenges of the Internet as defined by the Internet of Things vision.

Building a Web service on top of industry open standards was a main requirement. This will allow the remote access from multi-platform client applications to the database and also the use of different database systems and architectures. After considering several approaches in Web services development, the Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture was chosen [12]. The REST architecture is based on client-server communication, where clients send requests to the server and the server returns the current state of an available resource. A resource can be defined as an entity or information that is exposed by the service. In a RESTful architecture, the client application uses HTTP protocol methods such as GET and POST to request resources from the server.
The XML format was chosen to exchange data between the Web service and the client application because it is widely supported in both client and server architectures. Using these technologies, the mobile client application sends an HTTP GET/POST request to the Web service that runs a query in the database and returns the result to the client through an XML file. The XML file structure was defined to be scalable and uniform throughout the system and the mobile applications. The <result> tag was chosen to define the result set returned by the server and the <row> tag is used to define each individual row of the result set. All other tags derived from the name of each attribute in the database. Thus, an example of an XML file with information about the last temperature reading on a given sensor node would be the following:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<result/>
<row>
  <value>27.14</value>
</row/>
<row/>
<result/>
```

The proposal joins generic messages in XML and well defined REST interfaces to builds a communication protocol that enables client and server to exchange messages in a platform independent way.

The integration of these technologies allows users to perform various operations on the mobile application. Two major operations are server database real-time access and historical data queries. The mobile application sends requests to the Web service repeatedly with a time interval defined by the user. The same applies to the database that is updated with the last readings from the sensors with a previously defined frequency. In order to access historical data, the mobile application sends a request to the web service with a chosen time period. The Web service returns an XML file with the sensor readings within that time period and the mobile application presents this data graphically.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

The model has been created on top of open standards that make the system more generic, portable, and scalable. A real environment has been created with all the components needed for a full WSN monitoring solution.

A. Data Storage

The MySQL Database Management System (DBMS) was chosen for data storage. MySQL is an open source technology and provides performance and scalability to the system. The support for the majority of operating systems is also an advantage of this technology. The performance was an important issue in the construction of the database due to the large amount of data collected. The number of records increases exponentially depending on the updates frequency.

The database was designed in order to reduce redundant and null values and also to optimize the performance. The structure of the database is based in nine related tables that can be divided into three groups accordingly to the data type of each table. The tables `user` and `groups` can be grouped as they both relate to the users and their permissions. Another group store information about sensor nodes and their location. This group of tables store specific information of each network node such as the IP address and the GPS coordinates as well as the type of sensor modules available on each node. Finally, another group of tables store all the collected data by the sensor nodes for each type of sensor.

In order to access collected sensor data, parsing is needed in the bad-end in order to convert this information into a readable format. Collected data are sent to a gateway computer and parsed into a comma-separated values (CSV) file through an algorithm that analyze and separate the raw byte stream sent by each mote in the network [13]. Then, the CSV file is used to store the data in the database.

B. Web Service

To enable the interaction between the database and the mobile devices, a Web service was built in order to expose the database through a modular and generic Application Programming Interface (API) that can be accessed through several mobile platforms. After analyzing various approaches in Web service development, the REST architecture was chosen. This architecture follows the client-server model and is based on the HTTP protocol that is supported by almost all mobile devices with an Internet access.

Thus, the Web service was developed using the Jersey open-source framework [14] that is the reference implementation in the construction of RESTful web services. The web service was built using a modular approach to facilitate its subsequent maintenance and scalability. It considers a three-tier approach with the following modules: the database module, the resource module, and the parsing module. The database module manages all the connections to the database while the resource module represents the resources that are identified with a unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and can be accessed through an HTTP request. The following URI, "http://[server-ip]/rest/sensors" is an example of an HTTP request that is sent from the mobile devices.
device to the web service and requests information about the available sensors on a network. The parsing module converts a result set from the server database into a specific message format, in this case, the XML based format defined in our model. With this modular structure, the Web service can be easily reused and deployed in another environment or platform without compromising its scalability.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DEMONSTRATION

In order to evaluate and demonstrate the proposed model, a testbed was created. A 6LoWPAN WSN was created in order to collect temperature, humidity, luminosity, and battery voltage readings. Furthermore, a mobile Android application was built to consume the REST services, presenting the collected data to the user in an easy and meaningful way.

A. Wireless Sensor Network Testbed

In the design of the 6LoWPAN wireless sensor network, eight motes running the TinyOS operating were used. This network may be seen in Figure 2. These motes communicate through IEEE 802.15.4 and the 6LoWPAN protocol stack is provided by the TinyOS Blip 1.0 implementation. The motes are capable of sensing air temperature and humidity, luminosity and battery voltage readings. A 6LoWPAN gateway is used to provide IPv6 end-to-end connectivity between the sensor network and the Internet. The 6LoWPAN gateway runs on Ubuntu 10.0.4 and it has multiple communication interfaces technologies, including IEEE 802.15.4, Ethernet and IEEE 802.11a/b/g. To implement the IEEE 802.15.4 interface a TelosB mote connected to an USB port was used. An Intel desktop board D945GCLF with a 1.6 Ghz Intel Atom processor has been used to be the motherboard of the gateway. The application IP-driver compliant with RFC 4944, provided by TinyOS 2.1, act as the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer in the gateway. The 6LoWPAN gateway is also responsible for announcing the IPv6 prefix and the default gateway address to all sensor nodes.

Figure 2. Photo of the used WSN laboratory testbed with sensors and the network gateway.

B. Results

For evaluation, demonstration and validation purposes, a mobile Android application was built. The Android OS is an open-source mobile operating system supported by Google and based on the Linux kernel. The Android System Development Kit (SDK) is built in Java language and provides the necessary libraries and tools to write native Android applications and deploy it to the device.

The mobile Android application was developed to communicate to REST interfaces that deliver WSN data stored in the MySQL database. Considering the developed architecture, the requirements analysis was focused on the features that could be provided by the model. It was defined that mobile application should perform two basic operations, real-time access to the server database and historical data query. Secondary requirements were also defined, such as user authentication, graphical data presentation, visualization of several measures simultaneously, and the possibility to choose the time interval of the updates.

The user interface of the Android application was designed to be user-friendly and to present data to the user in a clean and organized way. The application is based on two types of navigation, tabbed navigation and hierarchical navigation. The user can select from three different tabs, the sensors tab, the historic tab, and the settings tab. Within each tab the navigation is hierarchical.

Figure 3 presents the initial login screen and the main data visualization screen. Following Fig. 3, label “1” points out the login screen where the user can enter his/her username and password to log in the system. If the user authentication is successful, a screen with the three tabs is presented where the sensors tab is selected by default as shown by label “2”. Initially, the sensors tab shows a list of the available WSNs that user can access depending on the permissions of his/her user group. When a user selects one of the available WSNs, a new list is shown with the names of the sensor nodes that belong to this network. On this screen, if the user chooses one of the sensor nodes, the data visualization screen is presented and shows the latest available measurements for that sensor in both scalar and graphical modes. Label “3” points out the scalar data presentation that shows four sensor readings of the same mote simultaneously. If a mote has more than four sensor modules the user can use the button pointed out by “4” to choose which are the four sensor values that he wants to see on the screen at the same time. The collected data is also presented in a graphical mode as pointed out by “5”. The history screen and the settings menu are presented in Fig. 4. If a user selects the history tab pointed out by “1”, a new screen is shown and it allows users to choose a time interval that may be days or only a few hours. Labels “2” and “3” identify the interface buttons to select the time interval. After choosing the time interval, if the user taps the View Graph button, identified by label “4”, a full-screen graph is shown with all the measures collected on that time interval. In order to change the default application settings, a settings menu was created. Label “5” points out the settings tab that allows the user to enable or disable data updates in order to reduce power
and bandwidth consumption. This setting is enabled by default as shown by “6”. When enabled, the user can choose the frequency of the updates between predefined values from 1 second to 1 minute by selecting the option pointed out by “7”. The mobile Android application retrieved sensor data by sending XML based requests to the REST interfaces deployed on the HTTP server. The application was evaluated and experimented in several devices with different specifications and screen sizes. The version 2.3 of the Android OS was used to develop the application but it also runs on previous versions. The tests proved that the application is reliable and runs smoothly in a large range of devices.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a monitoring model to interact with wireless sensor networks. The model allows users to remotely monitor the network, obtaining most recent sensor readings and access to historical data. Based on open standards and constructed with a modular architecture, the solution is reliable and scalable. Besides, the employment of generic XML messages and REST well-defined interfaces allows mobile clients and servers to exchange messages in a platform independent way. This interconnection between different platforms and architectures through the Internet follows the Internet of Things vision. In order to evaluate and demonstrate the proposed model, a wireless sensor network testbed was deployed. The mobile client application was tested through different mobile devices with success and is ready for use.

As future work, the proposed model may be extended outside the laboratory for real environment monitoring. In this case, issues such as power management and security must be considered. Furthermore, a push notification system may be an improvement to the model in order to alert the user if a sensor reading overcomes a given threshold.
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